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Auto

Y471105
Truck wheel dolly

(Capable of moving 220kg)



Model: Y471105

Product: Truck wheel dolly

Description: The industrial grade Winntec Wheel Dolly increases productivity in the shop by offering a fast 
and efficient way to remove tyre and wheel assemblies. Ergonomic design and adjustable rollers.

22 Botha Ave, Lyttelton Manor, Centurion

Features: Benefits:

Heavy duty This frame is designed to withstand the weight of 
the vehicle wheel.

Ergonomic design Enhance user comfort, efficiency, and safety while 
minimizing the risk of fatigue or injury

Extended rollers

 Adjust the position of the rollers to accommodate 
different wheel sizes or configurations. This adjust-
able feature adds flexibility to the dolly, making it 
suitable for a variety of applications.

Rollers has 3 positions
Accommodate different wheel sizes. This ensures 
a secure fit and prevents the wheel from slipping 
during movement.

Rubber wheels Enhances the durability, strength, and performance 
of the dolly

Industrial bearings Bearings has Japanese origin, known for their 
precision, durability and reliability.

Quick detachable handle

Designed to offer convenience and flexibility in terms 
of storage, transportation, and usage. The quick-
detachable handle feature allows the user to easily 
remove or attach the handle without the need for 
tools, making the dolly more compact and portable.

220 kg capacity Designed to support a maximum load of 220kg, 
making it suitable for a wide range of truck wheels.
Ease of Use: The dolly simplifies the process of 
moving and positioning truck wheels, reducing 
manual effort.
Versatility: With adjustable roller positions, the 
dolly accommodates various wheel sizes, making it 
versatile for different types of vehicles.
Time Efficiency: Quick-detachable handle and 
easy maneuverability contribute to time-efficient 
operations in tasks like tyre changes or maintenance
Floor Protection: Rubber wheels protect floors from 
marks and damage, making the dolly suitable for use 
in different environments.
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Technical information
Lifting capacity 220 kg
Net weight 15 kg
Packaging dimensions 130*190*240 mm
Wheel size 14” - 20”
Roller positions 3 positions
Extended rollers 290 mm
Frame width 700 mm
Handle length 1000 mm

Space-Saving: The quick-detachable handle and 
compact design allow for easy storage, saving space 
in workshops or garages.
Durability: Sturdy construction and features like a 
steel core in the wheels enhance the durability and 
lifespan of the dolly.
Safety: The braking system and stability of the 
dolly contribute to a safer working environment, 
preventing accidental movements during tasks.
Adaptability: The dolly adapts to different surfaces 
and environments, ensuring reliable performance in 
various working conditions.

Training available Technicians can be professionally trained to use the 
wheel dolly and get the maximum benefit from it.

1 year warranty The equipment will be repaired if there are any 
factory faults and can be replaced if required. 

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not have to 
wait for your equipment to be repaired. If there is 
anything we don’t have, we fly it in directly from the 
Suppliers. 

Operational videos
Technicians can learn how to operate the equipment 
by watching a video, which is easier and more simple 
than written instructions. 
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